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What is the play about in one sentence? I? ~I N 0 '4~ t:... \ v~ '~ 
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Whot is the story (plot)? 
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Why is the playwright telling it? 
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What is the theme of the play? }lc\v .I>- ~~l~t7?H1F t.-~"'-'tB>ve? Oi.le; -ro ?e .. W\":>~ GiP-'\N?. 
What is the style of the play? 
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What is the structure of the play? 
L-o-N11 J °' ~ / ~ P-'° Y: '6N ... ,, f'-t-6' 
What is the style of the language of the play? 
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What is the mood of the play? 
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How would you describe the ploy's rhythm? 
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Through whose eyes do we perceive the action? 
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Who is the protagonist? 
.Av-e~\ 
What do they want? 
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What is the actor/audience relationship? 
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Any meaningful quotes or musical selections from the play? 
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Are there asides or monologues? ~ 
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Is time continuous or disjointed? 
917 ~ 0 I l'-.i1'1e.9 
Are there dreams or fantasy sequences? 
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What are some visual images that come to mind as you read? 
\\Jo rz. I'~\ t'-- \..-D~ I )'J :1 
What research have you found useful? 
r~\~~"( -~~ r~°? 
What are the design challenges in the space? 
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What is your response to the set? 
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What are some verbs/adjectives that describe the light within the play? 
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What is the lighting style? What shapes that decision? · 
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Is there an overall lighting structure? 
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What are the practical concerns? ..L.- 1 ~&...1 N t:t1 \.. \T""t'\..'e. 'T'° t.Jc "t1+e~';!..\ ~t_. t-0(~~-S. 
How will the quantities of light (angle, direction, intensity, color, and movement) 
help shape your thinking? 
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